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FOR LEISURE WITH PLEASURE I

Thete's nothing to beat a C.|. Catavan from:

MIDLAND COUNTIES CARAVANS LTD.
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MIDLAND COUNTIES CARAVANS
AND C.l. CARAVANS

Great names to have behina you!

COLWICK ROAD. CHURCH ROAD. IB60OI
NOTTINGHAM. NG2 4BP. MOORGREEN. NG16 ZAB.
TEL: NOTTM. 247246 TEL: LANGLEY MILL 3150
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DALTON & CO. LIMITED
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Don't sell your
scrap metal

until you have
obtained our

current prices. . .

J.McINTYRE
LIMITED Tel. 784676 Est. 1872

Nottingham's largest buyers of scrap metal offer you; .

HIGHER PRICES -* SPOT CASH
LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES ‘K’ MATERIAL
WEIGHED ON LATEST ELECTRONIC MACHINES

QUICK, EFFICIENT SERVICE

COLLECTIONS ARRANGED

CONTAINER SERVICE
SPECIALISTS IN NON-FERROUS METALS

J. MCINTY RE
Harriman's Lane, Dunkirk, Nottingham.

Te'ox 377315



A compact copier that’s

high in quality and versatility.

From

PHDTDSTATIC
PHOTOSTATIC COPIEIIS (East Midlands) & CO.

PHOTOSTATIC HOUSE
1 20. MELTON ROAD.
WEST BF-IIDGFOFID

NOTTINGHAM.
TELEPHONE (0602) 810011



who can name this person, photographed at the
Dinner?
Note the shifty look,
in t‘;1e hand. . . . . . . . . .
answers and a suitable caption to the Editor as
soon as possible.

and the swag grasped tightly



ED'S NOTES

-

December 1984

November has been a quiet month, this months

Ten pin bowling social, was a great success as

you can read from Sandra's report, included in this months magazine. It

was a chance to have a real laugh - at yourself primarily!- Contrary to

public opinion, Mike and I had't been to the pub before we arrived at the

bowling s1ley...the reason I couldn't stand up after my second shot was

that I was laughing so much it was impossible. we had joined the team in time

for the second game - unfortunately they had had their ‘happenings’ during

the 1st game and no-one was saving too much about them ..in case ‘their '

story appeared in print I! well!

we have an interesting article from Vernon, the two photographs which

Vernon took during his visit will be on display at the Natter.

Here's wishing you all 1 Happy Christmas and a Merry New Year.

Bye for n0VeeeJenny

Now that Christmas'is nearly here, I've had an interesting drink recipe told to

me so I'm passing it on to you....

gpm Collins

juice of 1 lemon In a shaker , mix 6 ice cubes, lemon

‘the? 5u83r °r 3u€3r 5YTuP sugar and whisky until a frost forms.

3 Parts whisky Pour into a glass and add a slice

Soda water. of orange.Top with soda water and stir.



CHAIRHLNS CORNER

I'm writing these notes in an odd spare moment, now that winter has arrived

the workload has increased and I'm also halfway through decorating the

lounge. Still enough of that, congratulations this month to Dave Reeve who

after an excellent 2nd place on the Southbound Rally clinched the A.MM.C.

Road Rally Championship. Dave is a fairly new member hf the club and looks

like being a force to be reckoned with in the future. well Done,Dave.

After Octobers hectic club activities, November has been quiet apart from

the ten pin bowling match(see report elsewhere) it has been suggested that

we have more of these interclub contests, any suggestions?

Along with your mag. this month you should find an Xmas iuiz, something

for you to do after the christmas pudding, send your answers to me by Dec.

31st. 1st prize is a bottle of Scotch, to be awarded at the January Hatter.

Thats about it for this month so I'll close by wishing you all a Merry

Xmas and a prosperous New Year.

Mike Smiths

1 Drink reCipe With 3 difference3......... "CUP ROYAL.eeseeeeseeeeees

The idea is to invite gugsts to total 12 in all.This gives each one approx.

12fl.ozs. of cup each. And,of course, each guest pays his or her "whack"!

The Recipe... 1 bottle Brandy 2 bottles Claret

1 bottle Curaco fruit, borage, cucumber,

2 bottles Champagne peel,etc..

Macerste the fruit— strawberries, raspberries,grapes,peaches, nectarines,zest

of orange and lemon— with the borage, cucumber peel in the brandy,Curaco and

claret all day on ice (in the fridge). when the guests arrive add the Champagne

well iced. Carriages and Ambulances at midnight!

Note..Each couple brings with them a savoury dish sufficient for two.These

are 'pooled'.All one needs then is a carton of cream to go with the fruit

salad which is left behind in the cup bowl.



_§sns and grit: Schlunpf.

Once upon a time there were two brothers Hans and Fritz Schlumpf. They ran

the large family hosiery business, and they were Bugatti fanatics. The story

goes that they received a series of loans from the Government to buy machinery -

but the machines they obtained were not knitting machines, they were Bugattis.

In fact one of their factories was converted into a motor museum and dedicated

to their Mum!

Eventually of course they got caught and"became the guests" of the French

Government, and the museum became the National Motor Museum.

A wet Sunday in Alsace provided an ideal opportunity to travel down to Mulhouse

to see for ourselves.

Having got our tickets in the entrance hall we entered the Museum proper -

and gasped. It is an immense room, 20,000 square metres, with nearly two Kms

of avenues and containing about 500 vehicles. But it is also opulent.

Every 20 feet or so there is a wrought iron pillar with an ornate lamp or

lantern on an arm projecting from it. The effect is quite romantic and

glamorous, quite unlike one's idea of a museum and far removed from a factory.

There are three suggested routes, green, blue and red, with estimated times of

1§, 2§ and 4 hours, but one could spend a week and still find something new.

There are masses of Bugattis of all types and sizes, but a total of over 90

lakes are represented ranging from the very earliest to cars of the future.

Racing and Rallying are well represented - there's even No.187 of the

homologation batch of 250 Peugeot 205 16.

In front of every car is an informative notice board about the car, its

specification, the company and other interesting snippets. In the case of

competition cars, there are details of their successes and drivers.

French cars are of course particularly well represented but there are

few European manufactors not shown. On the other hand I did not see one car



Contd...

from America, Canada or Japan.

Etture Bugatti once called Bentleys 'Camions'. How he dared when he was

later to build the fabulous 12§ litre Rqyale models I do not know for they

are truly imnense. Only six of these were believed to be built and two of

them, including the outrageous but elegant Napoleon Coupe he built for

himself, are here. But there is also a half built open tourer. Is this in

fact a seventh Royals?

One of the rare cars that caught my eye was one of the original Standard

Special SSI, brainchild of Bill Lyons and forerunner of the Jaguar.

Another was a Rolls Royce 20/25 very similar to the one in which I learned

to drive at the age of 17.

Looking into the future there was the VERA (Vehicle Econome de Recherche

Applique) which is a Peugeot 205 derivitive with all'mod cone‘ for economy

like plastic bodywork, low drag, low friction et al: and XENIA a very pretty

car based on the Citroen BX.

The place reeks of famous names. Among the cars More, Pic Pic, Darrac, Lancia

Lambda, Minerva, Austro Daimler, Delaney Belville, Lorraine Dietrich,Berliot,

Hispano Suiza, Salmson, Panhard Levasser, Cisitalia. Famous persons whose

cars were there included Taruffi, Hana Stock(Sen), Pangdo, Novolari, Campari,

Siffert, Redman, Arundel, Spence, Bonnier, Davis, Howe, Clarke, Campbell and

Gardner.

I could go on and on about this wonderful motoring collection, but the Editor

is unlikely to approve. So one final word. Don't expect - as is usual in

British.Nnseums - to be able to get a cuppa or a tankard of refreshment. There

is a restaurant but it serves full meals only. when we left we were parched:

So make sure there's something in your bag or poachers pocket.

V. North



NEXT EVENTS .....NEXT EVENTS,.......

IECEPIEER 5th BATTER ....This months film’ The winning Team’.

Film to be shown at 9o'c1ock.

" 14th CEB.IS‘1M!‘-.3 PARTY ....\vIest Park Pavilion, Loughborough Rd,

Vest Br1dgeford...A night not to be

missed... one Rick at Nattar.....

LOCAL EVBITS

DECEMBER 1/2 ECURIE..ROYLL 0AK..Road Ra11y..Map..118/119

'' 8/9 01:3 ELEVEN,M.C. Road Rally. .r.ap...11o/119

JANUARY 26/27 EASTWOOD RALLY.

1984/35 CLU1: CHAMPIONSHIP

NAVIGATORS -ROAD DRIVERS-ROAD

P. Haynes 39 D. Gregory 22

I. Burtoft 22 S. Gregory 20

N. Cooper 19 J. Grammer 19

D.Pepper 18 A. Stinchconbe 19

B. Duck 18 S.Wskef1e1d 18

C0- DRIVERS- STIGE DRIVERS - STMSE

K. Carter 20 P. Green 20

D. Paul 20 M. Cox 20

Anyone wishing to claim points please do so at the natter, please bring

a set of results..

Thanks Sandra.

URGENT.....URGEIT....Ufi GEIT....URGEKT.....

WALTED 12 CAR ORGfi NISER......

WE NEED ORGANISERS FOR A 12 CAR IN FEEUARY..

OR EARLY MARCB........

PLEASE SEE ME fiT THE Nfi TTER....

5



TIN PIE BOHLIIG a report by Sandra

Thanks to everyone that sale to the bowling night, it was a very good night

but we could have done with a few more players. He had 11 players , Carlton

and Notts Air Cooling Club had 15 each.

Barry was in for: right from the start, Carol and Viv were fighting to have

the same ball...P'.iok and Jenny came for the second section, with Jennys

second hall she promptly fell on her bottom! but after that she had quite

a good run, one of our opponents in Carlton, rolled his ball backward into

his team mates, a good night , slot of laughs were had by all. After we

had finished it was of to the pub for a well earned drink...tes for Barry..

and the results.

Eastwood was third with 1957 . N100 second with 2085 and Carlton 2262.

Steve Gregory had 2nd highest score with 130 points.

Those of you that didnflt cone missed a really good night. See you next time.

S.H.

RAC MSA - For Information No. 501

Stage Ra1lies....

DANGER SPOTS/MARKING OE MAPS: The Committee has endorsed a list of

Danger Spots on stages which will be sent to organisers who will be required

to mandatorily show these locations with a speci.l danger notice at the

location, preceeded by a 50 yard warning board. These locations must also be

identified in the Stage Tulips issued forthe event.

The Committee has also agreed for 1985 onwards, competitors will be permitted

to transfer on to their own maps, all the information given to them by the

organisers of the rally on which they are participating, including the

Danger Spots as mentioned earlier.

No further information concerning the stages may be put onto those maps.



_g§E_XOU THINKING OF BECOMING A NAVIGATOR ????????

Navigating is an art which can be acquired . Evidence indicates that any

normal reasonably intelligent person can achieve a high standard of

competence if they are sufficently interested, remember that almost anyone

can be a good navigator if you have patience , a good temper, the willingness

to try and a strong stomach.

Rallying has a vocabulary of its own, it may perhaps sound silly, but just the

same, understanding them may help any rally competitor, navigators in

particular.Some of the most frequently heard one's are; Not on...tight clean..

goer...whi1e... there are many more,many unprintable , some of the following

may be helpful.

HEITE- Road uncoloured on 0.8. Maps. There are two sorts, wide white roads,

offidally metalled but untarred. Narrow white roads officially unmetalled

-plus private drives,minor roads in towns etc.- Most OS. Maps are inaccurate

in this respect, it is usually impossible to tell from the map which white

roads are goers.. since many of each variety are in fact tarred and many

more passable, while others are to all intents and purposes non-existent.

M£TaLLED - Roads officially paved with form of hard surface, this could be

gravel, tar or concrete.In the case of many the metalling may be bro ken up.

THREE PLY — A road consisting of a two wheel track with a grass strip up

the middle, also known as a "sump polisher"

MnRBLES - Loose gravel on the road edge, likely to cause skidding, can also

be found at Give ways causing sliding when braking.

SHIKY - Means the road is slippery, usually through rain, ice or mud.

SLOT - Entranceto a road.

WROIG SLOT - T_ken the wrong ro_d.

.DROP - To loose time and marks.



CLEAN - Section of route has been covered without penalty.

CLEAN SHEET - Every competitors aim, the entire rally has been completed

with out penalty, a rare event.

GOER - A road thatis negotiable , opinions often vary as to whether a white

is a goat or not - some go downhill only from May to September, others only

if the course car driver does't spit out his window. Sale only appear to be

a hole in the hedge, or a gate in a stone wall.

TIGHT - Has two meanings: a sharp bend or more often: a section between controls

where it is difficult to keep on tile.

NOT ON - Hbana the same as tight.

VD -Entering a control area from the wrong direction, the marshal will

usually write “VD” alongside the control number on the time card.

BLACK SPOT - A point on the map which is definitely out of bounds. This is

usually to avoid being a nuisance to the Public.

BLACK SQUARE- As above, but indicates all roads in the Kilometre square indicated.

BLOODY ROUGH - A white road th~t resembles a ploughed field, the wrong way.

ROUTE MaHKEH- This is a board placed at the roadside and visible without

leaving the car, normally, bearing a number or code letter,this should be

entered on the time card in the appropriate place.

TIME CARD - Issued by the organiser and should have the actual time of

arrival recorded in the appropriate spaces by each marshal. Plus all the

other information called for by the organisers.

MANNED COETROLS - These controls are placed along the route and are usually

marked, by flags and a control board. Competitors are required to have their

time cards signed by the Marshal, at these controls. If it is a time control

the time of arrival should be entered on the time card.(always check the

clocks at the control)

P.~..ss.°r:.2. CONTROL - Times are not recorded, may not be mannedmarshals signature
%

required.



PBANG-Tohunpor/andsmashthecar.

BAD OFF - Even worse, roll, or write the car off.

Sandra Hicklingo

MAR NEWS

By the time you read this the RAC should be over, thanks to everyone who

turned up at Donnington Park on the Sunday, hope you had an enjoyable

dear.

Please don't forget to claim your Marshalling points for the Marshal's

league.

See you at the Natter

D.Gregory.

Chief

George ware is back home again, and for the first
time ever known is taking it easy, so he probably
won't be much in evidence before New Year.

George and his wife wish to thank everyone for
their help and support during his stay in
hospital; because of the large number of people,
George regrets that he won't be able to write
personally.

NEWS FROM A.N.E.M.M.C.

The 1984 North East Midlands Championship has
been won by Julian Grammer / Nick Cooper.

9



ROAD s

JANUARY 26/27

M1303 16/17
' 16/17

' 23/24
" 30/931

HAY 4/5
- 11/12
' 11/12

JULY 6/7

AUGUST 17/1a
" 24/25

SEPTEMBER 14/15

~ 21/22

OCTOBER 19/20
H 26/27

NOVEMBER 2/3

~ 9/1o

DECEMBER 26

§_I_rg<_3_I; VENUE STAGES

JAI-IU.'sRY 20
. 27

MAY 12
" 26

JUNE 2
" 16

n 30

QALENDAR run 1285

EASTWOOD

LINDOLME

POACHERS

PETERBOROUGH. IOCTURRAL BOG.

GRIHSBI

CARLTON

LINOOLH BARNARD TROPHY

LOUGRBORO. MORNING HIST

SLAITHHAITE SUMEER WINE

DUKERIES

GRIMSBY

SOUTHEANK

PLTERBOROUGR RURAL RIDE

BORDER MORNING STAR

LINCS-LOUTH

DELtCY SLNDRL MOTORS

LOUGHKDROUGH FALLS

MABLETHORPE

BORDER

DUKERIES

DUKERIES

BOREER

SGUTHBANK

LINCOLN

EASTWOOD PHOENIX

ICD

Roa..

C/J .

C/J .

C/J .

C/J

R

119. 128.

129. 130. 131.

130. 142.

121. 129. 130.

129. 130. 140. 141.

112. 113. 121.

142. 131.

105.111.112.120.121

113/122

129.130.140.141.

111;

111

112

LINDHOLME



CALENDAR Contd. .

JULY 14

- 28

wwm H

SEPTEMBER 1

OCTOBER 7

ROVEHRER 5
. 17

STNGES

FEBUARI 3

MARCH 2
- 23/24

APRIL 13

FUY 5
n 1 9

AUGUST 25

SEPTEMBER 22

OCTOBER 12/13
" 26

NOVEMBER 1O

CARLTON

HJKERIES

LOUGHBOROUGB

LINCS - LOUTH

POACEERS °

SOWEIBANK

LINIHOLME

LINCOLN BRUCE ROBINSON

IIIKEHIES

MLBInE'IEORPE

LINCS-LOUTH TOUR OF LINCS.

GRIHSBY

POACEERS UN»/5-7‘*~"7

ERIEIR BELL WATSON

LIICDHOLME NORKING

MFBLETEORPE HOLDS

DUKERIES PREMIER s,
EASTWOOD

PRODUCTION CAR TRIAL

FEBUARY 1 7

" 1 7

JUNE 2

" 1 6

JULY 28

OCTOBER 6

" 27

PETERBOROUGH

EASTWOOD

cmmm

MRRLETRORRE

GRIHSBY

LINCS-LOUTB

MABIJSTHORPE

\\

ll!

tllllitlilflfiflf-UFU

C/P

wmwww

R/C

C/P

C/J

C/P

c/P

C/P

129

CAJNELL PARK

111

112.113.121.120.

113.122.

1«21.122.129.130.131.

111.112.120.121.

120.111.

119



JANUARI 6

- 6
man. 7
MAY 12

mm-: 9
. ,5

mm 7
.. ,4
' 28

AUGUST 18

SEPTEMBER 7

OCTCBER 6

NOVEMBER 9

DECEIBER 29

SOUTEBANK C/3

clunsnr c/P

camsm C/P

Pcmmnoocn n

LOUCHBOBOBH R

LINCOLI 0/?

cans!!! C/P

Persamaooca n

PETEBBOROIIIB a

nswoon a/c

Lnioom C/P

GRIFSBY C/P

Lmcona C/P

can-'33! C/J

ROUNDS ma THE NATIOI;;-L RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP -198; $1-ILL 011.3 1 AUTOSPOHT -

MARCH 9

~ 30
APRIL 20

MAY 11

JULY 13

AUGUST 25

SEPTEMBER 7

' 28/29

OCTOBER 19

SCI? Baowu / czwmrzm)

YOIE NATIONAL

Jom: cmm and / cauaxn; CITY

M,-.Nx smcns

PETER :-zussrx MANUALS

RALLY 3.41310 LINK / mm snczs

1~1:wc.:.s'm. mom HOUSE / LIr»DISF.fLRNE

‘Ix‘]1~;:;.-IS 3;.-‘or I-‘OR BIRL / CUMBRIA

AUIH SPORT NATIONAL.

STOP PRESS ......STOP PRESS ........STOP PRESS......

..........DON'T MISS THE CHRISTMAS'PARTY..........

OOOOO

t9.
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time again......:,
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CHRIS'D1“Ie‘.S COMHJTITICN . . . . . . CHRISTMAS COMPETITION. . . .

BQOZE worm SEARCH
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be found in this diagr m. The words read forward,
backward, upand down, but always in a straight line

and never skipping letters. Ring each word you find

in the diagram . You may use the letters in the



BOOZE WORD SEARCH Contd....

diagram more than once, as the words often overlap,

but you won't need to use them all.

Gin. Vodka

Beer whisky

Tia Maria Port

Brandy Advocaat

Lager Rum

Sherry Bacardi

Ouzo .Madeira

Vermouth Red wine

white Wine Bourbon

Cognac Campari

Champagne Babycham

Pernod Drambuie
njj.:._jj...j._2 -——— .-zgnj em¢j —_— :i it

E.D.M.C. XWS QUIZ 19$};

1) which driver was E.M.A.M.C. Stages Champion 1981

2) a. Name the first B.A.C. National Group A

Champion. r

b. What car was he driving.

3) What do the following have in common, Malcolm

Wilson, Colin Short‘&. Clew'Hughs.

4) what is the official lap distance at a/ Estoril

b/ Le Mans. c/ Donnington.



5/ What was unique about Stig Blonqvists 4th place

on the 1978 Swedish Rally.

6) a. Name the 1984 Formula 1 world Champion

b. who designed his car.

c. what other years was he world Champion.

7) a. Name the cars used by D. Llewellin on his

way to winning this years R.A.C.National Championship,

b. which team will he drive for in 1985

8)a. What was the first National win for the

MK2 RS18OO

b. What was the first International win for the

PK2 BS1800.

9) What was the first official world Championship

Rally.

10) Tony Pond has won the Manx International a. How

many times.

b. when and in what cars,

11)when were the following founded a.North Forest F.C

b.Eastwood &D.M.C. c.The RAC Rally.

12)Louise Aitken-Walker was the first lady to win
a British National Event a.What was the event and

when.b.Wbo was the 2nd Lady to win a British National
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LENTON
ENGINEERING

|_

Co. Ltd.

Precision and General Engineers I

ENGINE BALANCING
COMPETITION CAMSHAFT

COMPLETE ENGINE RECONDITIONING
CYLINDER BORING

SLEEVING
VALVE INSERTS

CRANKSHAFT GRINDING
SERVICE EXCHANGE UNITS

Personal and Prompt Attention
to all enquiries and work

See Arthur Horobin

ALLINGTON AVENUE, LENTON
NOTTINGHAM

Telephone 48004
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MAINTENANCE
(FACTORIES) LTD.

ALFRETON ROAD
BOBBERS MILL
NOTTINGHAM

TELEPHONE 782576 or 703265

MACHINERY AND PLANT DISMANTLERS

FERROUS AND NON-FERROUS
METAL MERCHANTS

ACETYLENE CUTTING

COMPREHENSIVE INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE

ALSO

LARGE STOCKS OF USED

PLANT & EQUIPMENT

GEARED & REDUCTION UNITS ETC

PLEASE GIVE US A RING


